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B T LATER RETRACTS

USO Law Dean Weckstein Lambasts SBA

by Spencer Busby
Dean Donald Weckstein announced
last week that he is "thoroughly dis·
gusted" with the Student Bar Association
(SBA) for not participating in more
Un ive rsity budget meetings.
"I am thoroughly disgusted with
the SBA for not participating in affairs
such as this," commented Weckstein at
the end of a two-hour open University
budget hearing at which approximately
six law students and five law faculty
members attended.
" I don' t expect (SBA President)
Diane dal Santo to participate in all
these affairs," added Weckstein , "but
I would expect to see some student
representation here."
When asked to comment on the Iack
of SBA presence at the meeting, SBA
Vice President Steve Wingfield said,
"It's unfortunate."
'WEIRD AND UNFAIR "
President dal Santo characterized
Weckstein 's criticisms as "weird and

unfair."

" I flatly deny that the SBA is not
involved in University budget activities.
said Dal Santo. ' We appointed students
to faculty and budget committees and
notified all the SBA reps on the Oct.
24 hearing.

Weckstein's
comments
prompted
a meeting. with Dal Santo, following
which Weckstein "retracted" what he
called an "off·hand remark. "

WECKSTEIN RETRACTS
"I wish to retract my remark to you
(this reporter) about being disgusted
with the Jack of SBA representation ,"
Weckstein wrote in a memo.
'While I am still concerned about the
apparent decreao;e in the interests of
studen ts at this law school and elsewhere
concerning the· governance and activities
of the law schools they attend, I am satis·
fled that the President and officers of
the SBA are making good faith attempts
t o overcome student apathy and see that
the voice of the students is heard."
LAW ENROLLMENT STEADY
Among other facts that emerged
at the budget meeting, the University
disclosed that law school enrollment
will remain at the same level next year.
Graduate enrollment will decline in
1979-80 and undergraduate enrollment
will increase by 105 students, according to Siste r Sally Furay.
The law school currently enrolls
1000 students, wh ile there are 2300

undergraduates and 300 graduate stu·

den ts.

ON BLACK LAW

Sister Furay also announced that the
university will try to allocate money
to remodel the main floor of the law
classroom building. " It looks like a
barracks," she commented .

MERIT INCREASES
When a law student questioned what
criteria are eval uated in granting tenure
and salary increases based on merit,
Weckstein replied: "Teaching, scholar·
ship, service to the University and law

she wants them to mean. She is not alone .
The ruling in Bakke has been slanted
and distorted to make its words mean
what people want them to mean,"
said Colley .
Colley emphasized the media's role
in helping to distort the words of Bakke
to mean what they want them to mean.
Colley said , "the true significance of
Bakke lies in the Court's rejection of the
idea that the 14th amendment's equal
protection clause requires a color blind
approach to a problem of color."
ALL-DAY WORKSHOPS
In addition to th is speaker, the all
day conference included workshops ranging from designs for affirmative action
programs to how to prepare for the bar
continued on page B. col. 3•
exam.
see " BALSA Conference... "
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HIGH CC ' RT HEARS 'PEREZ'
'A E ARGUMENTS

The Californ ia Supreme Court heard
oral arguments Monday to decide if
State Bar-certified law students should
be allowed to practice in court.
At stake is the practical training law
students receive in clinical programs
. at many of the state's law schools.
The eight-year-old certification program was declared unconstitutional by
the Fourth District Court of Appeal
last June in People V. Perez, in which
a conviction was reversed because the
defendant was represented by a law
student. although there was no finding
that the student rendered inadequate
representation .
Under the program, all students are
supervised by an attorney, who must
remain in court with them at all times.
In th e Supreme Court case, amicus
curiae briefs have been filed by the State
Bar, the deans of the state's 15 fully
accredited law schools and the cllnlcal
programs of Lyola and McG eorge law
schools.
In a separate proceedin~. the State
Bar has asked the Supreme Court to
approve the ce rtification program and
the court has Indicated It wanted to hear
argument on the question at yesterday's
hearing.
The state Bar estimates that almost
12,000 students have been certified to
appear In court since 1970.

.0

"
The Oct. 21 BALSA Conference at USO hoGted a number of prominent spea err
lncl~dlng NAACP Regional Counsel Nathan/el Colloy Chicago attorney and law
pro ossor Thomas Todd, National BALSA President ' Tl>orosa Croppor Nec/onal
GI/flan
Bar At;;SOcfatlon President Jan/us WI/I/ams and focal black Judges Earl
(S.D. Superior Court) and Napoleon Jonas (S.D. Superior Court).
·
'
Tha weekend also lncludod a BALSA -sponsored dance.

M

page B, col. 1 see ' Weckstein lambasrs... "

News briefs ...

BALSA Conf ere nee

by Judy Harufield
The 14th Amendment's Equal Protection clause does not requi re color
bl ind approach to minority hiring and
enrollment under the Bakke decision,
according the Nanthaniel Colley, Re·
gional Counsel for the NAACP and one
of the keynote speakers at the Black
American Law Student Associations's
(BALSA) regional conference held at
USO October 21 .
Speaking on the Conference's theme
of "Survival of the Black Law Student
in the Post·Bakke Era," Colley noted
that the Bakke decision presents a chal·
lenge to blacks.
BAKKE DECISION FLEXIBLE
"In Lewis Carroll's classic, Alice
in Wonderland, one of the characters
says that she makes words mean what

Sister Sally Furay and University Vice
President and Provost Jack Boyce answe
]questions on the University budget an
law school allocations.

school. public and professional activities
faculty evaluation forms filled out ~
students. and class visitations by tenured
faculty . . .in that order."
SCHOLARSHIPS
University Vice President and Provost Jack Boyce an nou nced that only
about ten percent of a $217 ,000 uni·
versity increase in student scholarship
aid will be allocated to law students.
Undergraduates are receiving a greater
proportion of aid because "undergraduate
tuition is going up 10.8 percent (Law
student tuition is increasing 9.04 per·
cent) and the undergrad uate school is
enroll ing 105 more new students next
yea r, " he said .
ALEXANDER CRITICAL
Law professor Larry Alexander, a
member of the University Budget Com·
mittee who said he felt projected faculty
salary increases are too low - criticized
the centralized University budgetary
process as a "terribly inefficient way to
construct a budget."
He said he favored a "decentralized
budget system that allows individ ual
departments to make their own trade·
off.
DEMOCRACY V. SOCIALISM
Vice President Boyce defended the
university-wide system of centralized

f
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LOUIS IZER PEAK AT
ALIMNI BANQUET

Five USO alumni were honored Oct.
9 at the USO Distinguished Alumni
Awards Banquet.
Ronald Mix, Master of Ceremonies,
presented engraved silver Revere bowls
to Judge Herbert Katz, Judge Judith
N. Keep, James Longtin , Delroy M.
Richardson and Thomas E. Sharkey for
their contributions to law and the legal
community .
Louis Nizer, Keynote Speaker, simul·
taneously entertained and enlightened the
audience ot 150 with his comments on
law, life and his new book Reflections
without Mirrors .
Cont. page B, col. 3, see " News. Briefs' ...
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Letters to the Editor
Weck tein Reacts (again)
Reserve

and I urged that an
appeal be made to the Pres·
!dent for possible emergency
assistance for the Center.
Finally, I must make one
passing comment on your edl·
torial Insertion following my
memorandum to you, as re·
produced in you issue of Oct·
next issue.
ober 6. The small degree of
I would like to correct cer·
funding wh ich you assert comes
tain misstatements attributed to
from Ille Law School adminls·
me which appear In your story
tratlon includes Ille furnishing
"U CSD Law School?". I am
of an office , telephone, and
afraid that you confused and
thousands of dollars of mail ·
combined two separate state·
ing expense .
ments which I had made to you
In addition, you have re·
over the telephone.
quested further funding to help
It is presumptuous and somer ver
printing cost on the
what insulting to the hard work·
assumption ltlat the Woolsack
ing public servants who devel·
serves the Interest of th e alumni
oped Ille Master Plan for Calif·
and they want to receive it.
omia Higher Education to sugWithout debating this debatable
gest ltlat we had sought de·
assumption, I want to make
feat of a part of that plan .
clear ltlat I have no intention
The Law School never fought
of interfering with your editor·
or otherwise tried to infl uence
ial judgement or of seeki ng
any recommendation contained
special
editorial
treatment.
in that Master Plan .
Nevertheless, I retain my right
What I did say to you is
to
criticize
both
your
coverage
mat the Mas.fer Plan, as I under·
stood it. anticipated the estab- items not in the Law School and editorial judgement, just as
lishment of additional state law budget but of direct and in· you have a right to criticize
schools, including one at UCSD. direct benefit to the Law me and others at the Law
We have never, at least to my School , e.g., Law School facul · School. I do insist that the
knowledge, expressed our oppo- ty recruitment. Law School Woolsack refrain from defam·
sition of a separate Hastings catalogiJe printing, Law School atory, intentionally untrue , or
School of Law branch in San membership dues, and Law obscene statements or pictorials.
Diego and the taking over by School share of debt reduc· I further suggest, that as a
Hastings of the Cal Western t ion, sports center operation, Law School newpaper supported
Law School. Unlike the very costs of the President's and by law student fees and tuition,
Woolsack
should
give
tentative and future plans for Vice President's and other the
a law school at UCSD, wh ich University wide offices, as well primary coverage to concerns
would be small and specialized, as overhead for building and of the Law School and its
student body.
Hastings anticipated the oper· physical plant usage .
To the extent that addi·
ation of a large , general pur·
Tu ition funds do not pa ,
tional funding is requested in the
pose school of law, similar to for speakers such as Ralph Na·
those that are already exist· der. Undergraduate Associated form of printing or mailing
ing in San Diego.
Students' fees pay for these subsidies for the purpose of
Much of the support for speakers. The SBA in the past serving the alumni of this Law
Hastings coming to San Diego has refused to help support School , I . retain • the right to
was based upon the assump- this speakers program, preferring make the judgement, after con·
"ion with representatives of
tion that they would make more to let individual law student•
legal education opportunities pay for speakers they want to
'umni and our Director
available to minority and dis- hear.
lumni Relations, that such
advantaged students. We argued,
.
1
terests
are not being served
Capital expenditures, such as
and still bel ieve, that many
tiering of classrooms, was not and that no such additional
more such opportunities could
given a high priority by the subsidy is deserved.
be provided at lower cost to
University Budget Committee.
As a long time member and
the state by increasing the
Rather. student preferences for
supporter of the ACLU , I am
number of state scholarsh ips
new personnel, including clin· convinced that this position is
available for such purooses.
ical part·timers, were accorded
legal as well as prudent, and
a greater reception . This in· while, as a lawyer, I prefer to
I also need to point out a
eluded a small amount for an settle rather than litigate dis·
few other errors in you Octoattorney
supervisor in the
putes, I will not be deterred
ber 6 and October 20 editions.
Women's Legal Center for the
I d id not oppose the 9.04 perfrom
position Court
by any
1979-80 fiscal year, but I did
threat this
of Federal
or
cent tuition increase. In fact,
not have any funds to provide other litigation.
I was the first to recommend
that
Center
emergency
support
it. But I also recommended that
Sincerely yours,
at this time .
we not fina lize it until Ille
Donald T. Weckstein
recommended expense figures
All discretionary University
Dean
were known. This last pos· funds are in Ille President's
Dear Mr. Bugsby (sic) :
Alltlough I was somewhat
surprised to see you publish
my memorandum to you in Ille
October 6 edition of the Wool·
sack, I write this letter with
Ille intention of Ille request
mat you do publish it in Ille

I

To thJ Editor :
As a staff member and photograpner for the Western State
University College of Law's
newspaper. I was very disturbed
by your article concerning the
internal problems which our
paper has been recently having.
Apparently , neither you nor
anyone on your staff took the
time to check the story for Its
accuracy prior to printing the
story . Not only have you pos·
sibly commited a libel on the
outgoing editor. but you have
also cast a shadow over your

itlon of mine, supported by
Professor Alexander, was not
adopted by the Budget Commit·
tee.
We do not pay 19 percent
of tuition funds to Ille unde rgraduate school. We do pay (tliis
year) 20 percent of all law
school revenue (90 percent of
which comes from tuition) for

Dean Wecksteih -

Letters

OUR REPLY

Dear Dean Wastestein :
from you, (unlea, of course,
The Woolsack has calculated certain financial subsidflls sud·
that the time you spent to write denly come through.)
and dictate the above
letter 10
your secretary cost $90 of student
On the merits of your letter,
tuition ($1()0 of law school
revenue) .
the Woolsack stands by its
stories.
Although you may have
It cost another $30 to print It.
been the flnt to mention a
minimum 9.04 percent tuition
Before mal11ng any more let·
Increase, you also recommended
teri to the Woolaack, we re·
and advocated a flexible tu/·
quelt that you attend the fim
lion Increase range up to 10.9
year legal WI/ting class taught
percent ($40501), according to
by Profeuor lmwlnkelried In
Budget Commlttll6 1tud11nt rewhich ha adv/1181 h/1 stud11nt1:
prt11Bnta1ive Mark Norych.
'Write with 1/mplfcity, bravlty,
You a/10 noce that none
Woolsack
and
prec118neu."
of our tuition funds help to pay
fund1 are quita limited and wa for flPBaken such ., Ralph
cannot ifford to print any morv Nader.. qu/111 accurata. Wa never
thrtHJ pa(lll, lingf11·11Psced l11tt11r1 uld thrt did.

But now that you mention
It, perhaps law students should
get a little more represents·
tlon for the 20 percent In law
school revenue wa contribute
to the Univemiy. In other
words, perhaps the Unlvenicy
ought to subsidize tha expenst1
to law students for worthwhile
csmpu1 speakers /Ike Nader.
Regarding out "Sace11/on to
USCD"' story . . . we were Just
kidding. But In view of the ad·
mln/1tra1ion 's rather amazingly
defeni/ve reaction to the 1tory,
maybe we should Invert/gate
It to determine USD 's actual
role In the decision not to 1tart
a UC law ichool In San Dl~o.

- Ed.

.Angry Photographer Retorts ·

own paper's veracity .

I am on good terms with
both the outgoing editor. Mr.
Pugsley, and Ms. Bordonnay
(sic) and have been privy to both
sides of the issue . Personally, '
I have not taken a stand on the
problems which have beset our
newspaper. My on ly concern is
with the welfare of the paper.
8 ;, t, tr· •olfous disregard of
responsible and a curate journ·
alism which you and your news·
paper have shown in this matter
speaks highly of sensationalism
and yellow journalism.
One of the most basic fun ctions of an in-depth invest·
igative report is to check and
re·check the facts for accuracy .
To do otherwise reflects a deep
lack of responsibility towards
the reading public which an
editor or reporter must have
to uphold the integrity of a
newspaper.
A free press and censor·
ship has not been a problem
at our school. This should be
fairly obvious to anyone who
has read our paper. I have been
associated with the Restater
for 1Y, years , and during that
time I am unaware of our ad·
ministration ever even attemp·
ting to reject an article because
of its content. The only request
that the administration has made
is that our stories be accu·
rate. Judging from the story
you ran , it might be a good
idea for your administration to
do the same.
· Another inaccuracy in your
article was the statement that
Jaime Pugsley has assumed the
editorship role. The next edi·
lion of our paper will be published and edited by a com·
mittee con~lsting of staff mem·

I

bers and members of the SBA.
In fact, anyone who Is inter·
ested in our paper or wishes
to contribute In any manner is
welcome to do so.
The committee (of which I
am a member) is having a general
meeting to read and edit prospective articles for the upcoming issue. As to the com·
mittee, it would be accurate
to state that anyone who attends
the meeting is a member.
A furth er misstatement in
your article was that the entire
Restater staff protested Ms.
Bordonnay 's (sic) removal. Many
staff members, myself included,
have a greater interest in Ille
publication of our paper than
in any personality conflicts.
One fast point is tha t in your
article, you st ated that Mr.
Pugsley d id not deny that the
Restater ran up $600.00 in
debts . It is difficult to deny an
allegation when one is not
asked about it, and I am fully
aware of the fact ltlat neithe r
yourself, nor anybody on your
staff ever contacted Mr. Pugsley
in regards to this or any other
matter.

I sincerely hope that prior
to any further publ ication of
your paper you show the respon·
sibility which the position of
editor carries with it by get·
t ing the facts straight.
Sincerely
James K. Stanley
Staff Member & Photographer
WSU Restater
P.S. The front page photo·
graph which you used of Ms.
Bordonnay (sic) was a photograph which I took . I retained
all publishing rights and all
republishing rights to my photographs.
Therefore, I request that you
credit me in a forthcom ing
issue with the photo, and also
issue a check in the amount
of $5.00 within 10 days for
publication rights to my photo.
You neither asked for nor
received my permission for publication of the photo.
Pps. (sic) I picked up a copy
of your paper in our reception
area. It was right alongside
copies of the Cal -Western Com·
mentary . It was easy to find .
continued on page 3, col. 1
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RoV1ng

If Proposition 5 and 6 both

Photograph~r

Proposing Paranoia

pass, what do you rhlnk should
be the penalry for homosexuals
caught smoking in public places?

.te Boyer (20)
Art
/ don 't know. One-10 years
Without a doubt, I'd say
I have no opinions
in prison. Wait
. this is a castration and life in prison in whatsoever on any subject.
tirical question, right? Boch solitary confinement. They are
roposftions are totally absurd . severe crimes. But don 't quote
although they're both going to me on that.
ass. especially Prop. 6. They're
ambiguous and 6 is unconsti·
tutional._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
o.:.;;.:.;.;;;;.;;;.;

PROP. 6

Proposition 6, or the School
Employees' HomosexualitY lnit·
iative Statute, is so absurd that
it hardly warrants discussion.
Unfortunately, this ridiculous
proposition will be voted on by
the California electorate on
November 7th and, therefore,
it must be dealt with . If the
title isn't silly enough, the proposed legislation is an insult
to any normal person's intell·
lgence (not just lawyers' and
law students').
The statute, if passed, pro·
vides for filing charges against
school teachers, teachers' aides,

Gary Beaston (10)

Letters ...
continued f rom page 2

ANGRY PHOTOGRAPHER
WOOSACK REPLIES

Never before has the Wool·
sack received a three page
letter on a missing photo credit.
The entire editorial staff is
delighted that you think pub·
lication in the Woolsack carries
such status.
In response to your sugges·
tion that (the Western State
SBA V.P.) Pugsley "has not
assumed the edhorship" role,
we defer to your SBA President
Irma Munoz, who stated last
week that "Pugsley is (now)
in charge of getting out the
paper." Sure sounds like an
editor to us.
C-Oncerning your alleged "full
awareness that Mr Pugsley was
never contacted" . by this reporter, the Woolsack regrets
to inform you that Mr. Pugsley
was fully interviewed Oct. 17,
:
_
:0
11 5
10 45

p.m.

In reply to your request
for a $5 check _ which is
accompanied by a rather in·
nocuous threat of suing us _
the Woolsack regrets to say
that all our excess funds are
invested in Mexican dinners for
the staff, so we'll have to see
you in court.
In any case, it's a good thing
you are not an attorney, because your threat of a lawsuit
constirures attempted extortion
and violates California Penal
Code sections 5T8 and 523
which stare: "Extortion is th;
obtaining of property from
another, with his consent. . .
induced by a wrongful use of
force or fear, or under color
of official right."
Section 523 (called "Send·
ing threatening letters with Inrent to extort money") adds:
"Every person who, with intent
to extort rroney or other pro·
perty from another, sends or
delivers to any person any letter
or ocher writing. . .Is. . .punishable In the same manner
as If wch money or property
were actually obtained by meani
of such a threat."

.

Note, also, thar you lack
any legal claim of right, be·
cause your photo was used only
in the Restater, an uncopy·
righted publication, according to
your
editor,
Bourdonnay.
Furthermore, your own publication did not even give you a
photo · credit. To say the least,
your case is weak.
The Woolsack's bill ior this
legal advice is $10. That means
you owe us $5.
By the way, your ex-editor's
name is spelled Bourdonnay
not Bordonnay. -Ed.

ANGRY REP

To the Editor:

I am very disturbed that
you listed me as a "primary
proponent'" for a change in the
law school's affiliation. I never

~~~le a~:s~:~~ngt~e ~~: sc:~~~~
financial shape, I stated that if
the law school and library were
lifted from the ground and
landed somewhere else , it could
do very well on its own . That
is not to say that I presently
advocate moving the ~chool.
While this story was ac·
curately related by you, I
cannot see where it logically
follows from that, that I favor
the move you suggest.
I would also like to -say that
this tYpe of irresponsible re·
porting on your part hurts
students more than it helps
them. It took a long time for
me to develop a good working
relationship with members of
the law school and universitY
administration and for me to
adequately represent students on
the universtiy budget and tui·
tion committees, that relation·
ship is essential.
Your article serves only to
ruin any relationships I have
developed. I respectfully req uest
an apology on your part to be
printed In the next Issue of the
Woolsack.
Sincerely,
Mark Norych
Law Student Representative
on the UniversitY Budget and
Tuition Committees

~

The so-called "Student Movement" to move to UCSO is
a figment of the Arts Editor
and Editor-in-Chief's imaginations.
The article on USO switching
to UCSO was partially in jest
(a quite unlikely proposition
given the resourses USO would
use to defeat such a proposal).
- Ed.

Women's Legal Center
To the Editor:
Please correct an error that
appeared on page B of the Octo·
ber 20, Woolsack under "News
Briefs"; you reported that the
SBA had allocated $0 to the
Women's Legal Center for this
year when in fact the SBA
has allocated $625 to that
organization .
The SBA would sincerely
appreciate a correction . of t his
error in your ne xt issue.

Lise
Young
2d yr. evening student rep.
(on behalf of the entire SBA)

The Woolsack stands corrected.
- Ed.

Woolsack Lauded
Dear Editor:
We would li ke to say that
we think the Woolsack is an
interesting, informative, enter·
taining additi on to the law
school experience.
Th is year's Woolsack is a re·
markable improvement over pre·
vious year's, which is undoubt·
edly due to the dill igent efforts
~:a:::· Busby and his excellent
Unfortunately. when people
enjoy the newspaper they are
silent, while the few irate readers
you have turn out lengthy '
critical letters. Since you on ly
get a few letters each issue,
this proves conclusively that al·
most everybody loves the Wool·
sack.
Keep up the brilliant work .
The Wool sack staff

! ................................................................
.
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Sardini's Italian Restaurant
COUPON - Sl.00 OFF AN Y LARGE PIZZA
1129 Morena Blvd.
276-8393

~••••••••••••••••

Open Mon-Fri .
11 :00 - 10:00 p.m.
.

Sun. - 5 :00·10:00 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

school administrators, or coun·
selors for advocating, soliciting,
encouraging,
or
promoting
private or public sexua l acts
between persons of the same sex
in aattention
manner of
likely
come to
:he
othertoemployees
or students; or publicly and
indiscreetly engaging in said
acts. It prohibits hiring and re·
quires dismissal of such persons
if the school board determines
them unfit for service after con·
sidering the enumerated guide·
lines.
HOMOSEXUAL CONDUCT?
Nobody, including Senator
Briggs, the author of the in·
itiative, can tell you exactly
what "public homosexual con·
duct" is. The interesting feature
of Section 2, 44837 .6(b), which
defines "public homosexual act·
ivitY ," is that it expressly says
a teacher can be fired for the
commission of a "homosexual"
act,.
.whether or not such
act, at the time of its commis·
sion,
constituted a crime.
The loose structure of the proposed law and the lack of
th ought in the definitions and
terminology combine to make
the initiative very ambiguous.
The proposed law begins by
stating that,
.. one of the most fundamental interests of the State
is the establishme nt and the
preservation of the family
unit. Consistent with this
interest is the State's duty
to protect it's impression·
able youth from influences
which are an tithetical to this
vital interest.
The proponents of Proposition
6 would have you believe that
homosexual teachers are promoting homosexualitY in the
classroom, This, of course, is
ridiculous, and any teacher who
did so would be fired; we have
laws which all ow this now, so
why do we need Proposition 67
PARANOIA REKINDLED
Senator Briggs and Anita
Bryant have successfull y rekindled a paranoia in this coun·
try which is actually very fright·
ening. It scares me to think
that an exuberant, articulate,
and very competent teacher,
counselor.
or
admi nistrator
could be fired for something
he or she does in the privacy
of his or her own home.

It scares me to th ink that if
were a teacher and had a
meaningful
discussion
with
another teacher about the posi·
tive attributes of relationships
with members of the same sex, I

could be fired .
Another uncomfortable thing
about this · Proposition Is its
origin . To thing that there are
a lot of people walking the
streets like Briggs is scary ;
but, then, to remember that
Briggs is a state se nator is
beyond belief. (Enough to make
one emigrate to the Arctic
Circle.)
PROSTITUTES CAN'T
TEACH?
How about this series of
quotes from Senator Briggs fo r
questionable assumptions :
We don ' t allow prostitutes
to teach . [Who says?! You
can't get married in the
State of California if you're
a homosexual coupl e. " [So
what?] You can 't join the
Army , the Marines, or the
Air Force. [In times of war,
th is may be a good reason
to consider homosexualitY .]
If they're not good enough
for the church , for the Army ,
if they're not good enough
to get married, how are
we to support the notion
that they're to serve as role
models when they can 't bear
children. [Get the correlation
between bearing children and
being a good role-model? I
sure don't. ]
Senator Briggs also has been
throwing around such statistics
as :
"There are 6,000 homosex ·
uals among the 31,000 teach ·
ers, " and "recent report

found that about 25 percent
of all homosexual men reported sexual experiences
with boys under the age of
16."
This cannot be documented and
Briggs should be sued for slandering homosexuals everywhere.
(Possible new class action su it?)
PROP. 6 WITCH-HUNTS
In any event, Proposition 6
is a bad law which we don't
need . The initiative, if passed,
will touch off a huge witch·
hunt and disrupt many schools
and communities.
Proposition 6 will cost the
taxpayers a great deal of money .
Every time a hearing is held
on the dismissal of a teacher.
it costs the taxpayers appros·
imately five thousand dollars
if it doesn't go to court. Who
knows how many more hear·
ings there will be if Propos·
ition 6 passes. If this statute
passes, it provides a destructive
tool which the Anita Bryants
and Senator Briggs of this coun·
try will use to ventilate their
own fears and paranoia at the
expense of the American people.
So, please vote NO on Prop·
ositlon 6 . .. .
J.om Bloch
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LawConference

Wi nifred L. Wilcox

Law School Counselor

by Elizabeth Kramer

Betty
Mayberry
is
the
psychological counselor for the
law school. She is available for
all law students as part of the
health services offered by the
Un iversity .
Her servi ces are budgeted by
the Educat ional Deve lopmen t
Center in Sarah Hall, wh o have
situated her in the law library
to encourage law students t o
make use of ther services.
Apparent ly . prev ious yea rs have
seen rel ucta nce by law students
to share their p ro bl ems with a
cou nselo r.
However, Ms. Mayberry told
us that while last year she saw
a total of abo ut 40 students,
th is year her ca lendar is full,
and may get m ore so as we
approac h exam time .
SE LF-G ENERATED
ANXI ETY
She plans no special program
for exam time, as last year
her sem in ar on how to deal
with
exam· time
p ressure
att rac ted all . of th ree people.

One of my first experiences . world women, Title IX , sex ual
with culture shock on the west politics, age d iscrimination and
coast - was having a person of the Equal Rights Ame ndment .
the male persuasion refuse to
shake ~ hand because al I
Exhilirating Speakers
women per se have weak grips. I,
who lug 50 lb. bags of soil
With speakers and panel ists
and crawl under my car to
change its oil , have never been of such diversity as The Honor·
able
J oan Dempsey Kle in of the
accused of having a weak grip.
Just as I began to wonder if California Dist rict Cou rt of
this type of logic prevailed Appeals , Alice Lytle , Chief of
in San Diego, the 8th Regional the Fair Employment Practices
Conference on Women & the Commission, Susan Hone, the
Vice-Mayor of Berkeley and
Law came to town .
Not having had the pleasure Margo St. James of COYOTE .
of doing so since I left the Women Inspirit really did proeast, it was delightful to meet vide something for almost everyand talk with women attorneys, one .
When the Conference ended,
judges, comptrollers. economists, professors and business I realized that I was encouraged
(perhaps
I, too, can su rvive
people from seven states. The
Conference theme was Women law school). I was cheered, and
Inspirit (to put spirit into, to yes, I have to admit that at
give courage , to cheer. to exhil · · times, even I. with all my
erate) and the amount of posi- cynicism, was just a little exhilerated .
t ive energy generated by the
enthusiasm of the panelists and
·
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --participants is 50mething which
I will feel long after the clos·
ing speeches.

Sexual Politics
I learned some of the perils
and joys of hanging out a
shingle, running for political
office, opening you r own business and working in a large law
firm . I chose to attend workshops which were primarily directed at women as attorneys ;
however, the menu 1 110 included
workshops on pe rsonal relation·
ships, batte red women, third

FREE
CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESl:ARCH
Over 10,000 listings I All subject s.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog .
(offer eKplrea Dec. 3 1, 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P .O . Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

Betty Maybe rry,
Law School Counselor
She . felt this was indicative of
the law school hype that she
ca ll s self-generated stress. She
says law st udents think anxiety
is a normal state. If they are not
fee ling st ressed, they_ figu re they
must be fl unki ng.
She fee ls that this selfgenerated stress is often mistaken as bei ng totally law
school
related,
while
in mosta
cases, law
school
Is merely
ge nerator and the source of the
stress comes from internal negati ve feeli ngs and personal problems .
She noted that many
students who come to her to
d iscuss law sch ool p ressures,
e nd up talki ng about personal
problems.

. LAW SCHOOL MYSTIQUE
The most p ressi n g point she
made in our discussion was
on law sch ool myst ique. Law
students, she contends, are no
d ifferen t than other graduate
st ude nts, or any one else who is
faced with a demandi n g situation. The problem lies in the
law studen t's atti t ude toward
stress and their tendency to
su ppress their anxiety as being
a natural result of their environment.
Alth ough
her hours this
year have been increased to
meet the growing student needs ,
her schedule is rapidly being
filled . Many of the people who
come to see her maintain weekly
appointments,
while
others
come for one or a few visits.
Thus, appointment times can
usually be found for a student
with a need to talk and she
encourages any troubled student
to come to her office and talk
things over.
" HAN G LOOS E"
On
my way out of her
office I asked her if she had
some ·Words of wisdom to aid
the sanity of law school students
in ge neral. She replied, "Tell
them to hang loose." I made
a mental to remember that
ad vice fo r the week after exams.
Betty May berry's hours :
Tuesday 11-2
Friday 12-3
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Football FOreca...Si"'"'

SPORTS COMMENT

by Mark Sp11ck
If you have ventured down
to USO Stadium on Sunday
afternoons and witnessed e char·
acter parading the sidelines
replete wi th a clipboard, chewed
up cigar, and a Texas A & M
cap (although following A & M
losses to Houston and Baylor
the Aggie . cap was quickly
rep laced by a Yankee version)
you 've bee n watching Lou "the
Greek " Kerig, football prognosticator ex t raordinai re. Each
week Lou can be seen compiling

stats and stories for his Prof's
Picks column, as well as assis ting
the officials with timekeeping
and marking the line of scrim·
mage.
Lou 's expert analysis,
of course, is ~n xiously awaited
by all the armchair handicappers
in law school football (he has

erred Jn picking the winner only ·
twice and has predicted the
exact point spreed on four
occasions), but more impor·
tantly his participation has
greatly enhanced Interest In the
law school league.
Not only is Lou evident on
Sunday afternoons, but he has
donated his Friday mornings to
assist in umpiring the softball
games, which saves wear and
tear on the other umpire and
improves the caliber of officlat·
Ing.
Lou's gratuitous services
are a welcome addition to the
l.M . Sports Program and hope·
fully , they will continue in the
future. He has proved himself
to be a true sportsman, as well
as a scholar, and that deserves
a sincere thank you from every-.
one involved.

Law Teams Fall Short
by Dave Rogalski
The Crimson Pirates and
Ivory failed in their bid to
repeat as champions in their
respective 3x3 basketball divi·
sions. The Pirates succumbed
in two games to a strong under·
graduate team led by a hot
shooty performance by former

USO
basketball
star
Rick
Michelmore . Ivory's champion·
sh ip game was much closer.
Stretched to the deciding third
game and ties at 10-all, the
undergrad team , Hideous, scored
two baskets in a row to win the
T-shirts.

by Lou Kerlg
GAME OF THE WEEK :
CLEAN HANDS VS. JAGS :
4 :30 P.M.

HANDS
displayed
CLEAN
awesome power and skill In
drubbing FU BAR 52 to 8 last
week .
Keith Schirme r, with
anot he r brilliant performance ,
edged ahead of Dan Abbott
in their battle for All Star QB .
Mike Luizzi and Dan Sorta
are as fin e a pair of running
backs and pass receivers as
th is observer has seen in a long
time .
On defense , Art Buck
stole the show last week four fl ags and two pass inter·
ceptions .
Additionally , Rick
Thomas, Russ Rasmussen , Gene
Kusion , Gene Yale and Mike
Liuzzi, again were standouts.
Grant Luna, Bob Smith and
Dave Niddrie excelled in the
trenches.
And Jim Mangione
and Bill Naumann played a
great game. What a team per·
formancel
JAGS were a 21 to 6 loser
to
a
greatly
augmented
KRYPTOS squad.
Although
Ben Haddad sparked with a
95 yard TD run on an inter·
ception , JAGS looked flat to

me. They'll have to do much
bener to stay in the game with
CLEAN HANDS, who are
favored by 20 he re .

ALSO :
STICKY BRIEFS VS FUBAR :
1 : 3 o P.M .
The STICKIES stuck it to
PDP (USO) 20 to 8 last wee k
in wh at has to be the upse t of
the y ear - so far . A revamped
offense featuri ng short passes
from Greg McClain to Sam
Reed and Wes Pran burned
PDP's de!ense . ~te.v e Wingf!eld
scored with a big interception .
On defense, John Busch , Wess
Pratt, Don Hall , Jeff Pratt, and
th e same Sam Reed collected
more flags than I could count
(at least 14). The STICKIES
were really up for last week 's
game, and were not to be
denied. And they did it with
just ten players! I've seen two
or three of the STICKIES
coast in past games, but not
last week .
They were ready
and went all out. Greg McClain
and a proper use of Sam Reed
may be the answer offensively.
We"ll see .
FUBAR deserved better than
they received from CLEAN

HANDS last wee k . J im Thompson and John Pee k pu t on a
stron g line rush , only to be let
d own by the short secondary .
Dave Rosen berg ran well , getti ng
loose fo r a 60 yard T D. Sti ll,
FUBAR doesn't figure to be in it
with STICKI ES, a 20 point
favorite.

ALSO :
PDP (USO) VS PDP (CAL
WEST): 3 : P.M.
PDP
(USO)
lickin
·u
wounds from i~ defea t ;t ~e
hands of an insp ired STICKY
BRIEFS, should be up fo r this
one.
If Dan Abbott has re·
covered from the flu , and
STICKY HANDS replace butter·
fingers elsewhere , the offense
cou ld pour it on . The PDP
line continues to be it 's strength .
It's hard to beat the determination of Mark Speck, Al Shack
Kev in Henry , Carlos Mo l in~
and Charles Hogquist. You may
have a weakness in the secondary, though, Mark .
PDP (CAL WEST) was a
14 to O loser to JAGS two
weeks ago in a game that dete ri·
orated into penalties to ward the
end.
This is no rap against
Mich Zager and Brian Turner
who
played good football.
Defense is OK ; offense isn't.
Off the boards on this one.

I
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Baseball Playoffs

by Mark Speck

The · regular season baseball
schedule drew to a rousing
conclusion last Friday as a
number of teams came through

in

Pictured above is the runner-up law team, the Crimson Pirat.es.
in the recent open, 3x3 basketball tourney. Back row: Mark (the
Hulk) Speck, Jay (the flower) Bloom. Front: Jim (the Lip)
Huffman, and D.B. King.

The runner-up la w team in the under six foot, 3x3 basketball
tourney was Ivory. Pictured In back are: Ray (Rocket) Noonan,
(Curley) Greg and in front are: Sandy Frisch, (Black) Jack
Cohen.

Vegetarian Breakfast ·
Served 7daysa1Ueek

"must win" situations to

seal a playoff position and set
up what promises to be among
the most unpredictable tourna·
ments in recent memory.
Well Hung Jury was one of
the clubs needing a victory and
they got it by bombing favored
Pacers 1 S-9, to capture the
fourth place in the American
league . Jeff Pratt, Mark Ander·
son, and Bill Kelley shelled
Pacer pitching with a home run
barrage that staked Well Hung
to an insurmountable 12-3 lead
after five innings.
Pacers dis·
played some of their own
firepower in the latter innings
as Hector Apodaca, Jim Huffman and Jack Cohen contri·
buted to the home run parade,
but a psyched Jury refused to
relinquish the triumph .
Well Hung's upset eliminated
the Nasty Torts from any post
season play, but they proceeded
to Knock off the arch rival Runs
anyway, 15-11 . Steve Kasner
and Mike Stuckey were among
many heroes for the Torts ,
Nov . 3
12 INCH BALLERS
11 :00
WELL HUNG JURY
RUNS

'tll 11 :30 a.m.

Including:
Nine Beautiful Omelettes, Whole Wheat Pancakes
Blueberry Wheat Pancakes, Walnut Wheat Pancak.~s.
Breakfast Oues~illas, Eggs Benedict, French Toast,
Thick Delicious Smoothies.

KUNG FOOD
VEGETARIAN CUISINE
Open 9 1.m. - 9 p ,m ,, Tu ... • Thun ,
9 • .m. - 10 p.m., Fri . - Sun .
9 •.m . - 3 p.m., Mon .

2949 Fifth Avenue
(near B•lboa Park)
298-7302
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who capitalized on a multitudew L
of errors by the Runs. In the STICKY BRIEFS
4
1
m9st competitive game of the PDP (USO)
4
1
final week, the battle for the CLEAN HANDS
4
1
top spot in the National League JAGS
2
3
2
3
was narrowly decided in favor FUBA~
of the 12 Inch Ballers by the KRYPTOS
2
4
score of 8-7 .
PDP (CA L WEST)
0
5
The Ballers opened the attack
•
early
as
John
Schroeder
Mark Norych 's Illegal Pr~'
followed Don Hall's single with cedures and Bill Ayres A-Z
his sixth home run in the first . also capture.d playoff ~pots with
inning.
Not to be outdone, season ending v1c~ones.
UnDan Haat and Alex Campillo named a~erted a wmless season
ignited a rally for Cardozo with by beating The Team .11.-7 .
extra base hits that even Nally Dan. . ~unt . put on a h1tt1ng
netted two runs.
Schroeder exh.1 b1t1on m that game, wal·
reversed
things again
with 1 loping three homers in three
another two run blast in the · trips to the plate.

I

fourth , but Campillo matched '
that effort by putting a pitch
in the centerfield trees with a
m·an aboard.
In the sixth,
Cardozo made its bid for first
place by constructing a 7-4
lead as Dave West and Tom
Lincoln contributed run pr~
ducing blows.
However, the
Ballers maintained their perfect
record by scoring four runs in
the last of the seventh on
consecutive hits by Lou Hana·
o in , Monty Mcintyre, Don Hall
and Ross Peabody.

BASEBALL PLAYOFFS
CHART

FINAL STANDING
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Pacers
6-2
Runs
6-2
Ball Four
6-2
Well Hung Jury
S-3
Nasty Torts
4-4
The Team
3-5
Unnamed
1-6
Cosmic Hands
1-7
NATIONAL LEAGUE

12 inch Ballers

Sons of Cardozo
Illegal Procedures
A·Z
Softballers
One L
Aardvarks

NOV . 10

11 :00

12:30
ILLEGAL PROCEDURES
NOV. 10
2 : 15

P

ER

2 :00

A- Z
SONS OF CARDOZO
3 :30
BALL FOUR

NOV . 10
12 :30

1·0

S-2
4-3
3-3-1

3-4

1-6
0.6-1
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BOY FRO I BRAZIL

Cloning of the Fourth Reich

by Jom Bloch
.
. .
The Boys From Brazil is a thrilling, chilling,
suspenseful movie with a most bizarre plot. Dr.
Josef Mengele, the sadistic chief surgeon and doctor
at Auschwitz during World War II, is superbly recreated by Gregory Peck. Peck's performance,
combined with Laurence Olivier's subtle brilliance
and James Mason's all-around excellence, provides
this film with one of the finest trios of acting in
recent years.
Ira Levin's bestselling novel , by the same name,
is left almost intact to bring you this strange
modem·day story about cloning . The weird part
of the story is who '• Dr. Mengele is trying to clone .
The sick doctor combines his talent with that of
many of his old Nazi pals. including James Mason
who is Mengele's chief security officer, to clone
94 little Hitlers .
The mere thought of mononuclear reproduction being used to bring you Adolph Hitler, again,

BOOKS

is enough to instill tear in anyone . That idea,
coupled with Mengele 's wicked character, make
this movie a chiller.
Laurence Olivier again turns in a fine performance which almost goes unnoticed because of its
subtlety . His role, which is based on the tamed
Nazi hunter, Simon Wiesenthal, allows you to see
the inner workin~s of a person truly dev.oted to one
thing - hunting down Nazi killers. Unfortunately,
the author of the screenplay sees fit to turn the
tamed Nazi hunter into a protector of the little
Hitlers at the end. This change is a little hard to
swallow after seeing the first hour and forty
minutes , and leaves the viewer a bit confused
when the curtain goes down.
THREE CONTINENT MYSTERY
The movie was well paced, even though in tentionally stalled in parts to build up suspense . The
experiment centers in Paraguay , but as the story
unfolds, Olivier's character, Ezra Lieberman, travels
to three continents unravelin~ the mystery.
Dr. Mengele, who very well could be alive and,
hopefl/llY, not well in Paraguay, today , travels in the movie - to this South American country
to set up· his special laboratory . Here, in an out
of the way place of visual paradise, the macabre
doctor's mind is allowed to run wild again . The
cold, calculating doctor, who can order the killing of a small boy without batting an eye, is so
well played by Gregory Peck, that he creates an
element of fear by his mere presence as the pale ,
wh ite, moustachioed, so-called Angel of Death .
Short-comings_ in movies are always easy to
find, and this one is no exception. At times, the
screen seems a bit thinly filled, to keep one always on the edge of one's seat. However, the movie
does maintain a high level of suspense throughout the two hours and four minutes. The mediocre

Bending Trending
by Amy Wrobel

Metropolitan life, by Fran Lebowitz, 177 pages.
E.P. Dutton . $8 .50.
Metropolitan life should be recommended
reading for anyone who has ever been bemused,
confused or enraged by "current trends." It should
be required reading for that beleaguered minority
of smoking houseplant haters who are allergic to
r u~n i ng. Fran Lebowitz' essays on Manners,
Science, Arts and Letters are sarcastic, Imaginative
explorations of bewildering territory; her remarks
on male/female relationships and narcissism are
both gritty and fanciful. Alternatively, she treats
"Success Without Coll ege " and "Training for Landlords" with wild humor and great invention .
Warning : the essay titles are mere starting points
for whimsical, ironic excurions to the parameters
of popular culture . "The Na il Bank" is an engaging
fantasy about a clinic which replaces the broken
fingernails of affluent women with donations from
well-manicured corpses.
. "The Ri!tit of Eminent Domain Versus The
.fi1!titful Dominion of the Eminent" will fascinate
law students. Beginning with the premise "laws
are desi g~ e~ to protect the public from harm .. and
the Public is not a particularly Interesting group "
Lebowitz rapidly concludes :
'
"!hus our system of law is something Jess than
captivating . for it consistently fa ils to deal with the
three questions of Qreatest concern
1. ls it attractive?
·
2. ls it amusing?
3. Does it know its place?
To lagislete attractiveness, the author urges
appointment of • Commissar of Good looks .

After all, "your right to wear a mint-green polyester leisure suit ends where it meets my eye."
The penalty for all crimes (including You are Wall to-Wall Carpeting and You are in the Bathroom)
is 72 months in Los Angeles.
Metropolitan life is largely a recital of Fran
Lebowitz' personal dislikes, but they are compelling because recited with true sardonic gusto. She
detests exercise, even ligh ting cigarettes, and Indoor plants. "It is hard to cherish the notion of
a cuisine based on photosynthesis."
WHISPERED CONFESSIONS
Children , however, have merit. They "sleep
either alone or with small animals . .. such behavior..
. . frees them from the Immeasurable ted ium of
being privy to the whispered confessions of others ."
Also they're easy to beat and cheat on at Scrabble .
Miss Lebowitz tolerates New York, suggesting a
city team compete in the Olympics. (Events :
Press Ageantry, Dryclean ln g and Partygolng.)
Some of the writer's betes nolrs are Indeed
legitimate. She's "Not In the Mood : Jewelry"
stating, "stones . . .have quite enough to do, what
with walls and graves and such [to] have taken on
the Job of informing the people that they are
nervous." If the letters est have meaning for you
beyond Eastern Standard Time, Fran would sentence you to Los Ange les. Finally , "mental health
Is rarely , If ever, achieved by reliving your birth
In the bathtub." This revlowor agrees emphatically.
A last promise: even non-smoking, marathon·
running, plant loving individuals will lauiti aloud
while reading Metropolitan Life . Don't miss "Weak
Speech Handsets" end "Notes on Trick"; you'll
never guess what they're really about.

ending clearly takes away an important aspect
of the film and thereby lessens the impact. Also,
at the end , much too much blood, gore. and guts
are used to make the violent point.
All in all, th e movie is quite good . Blessed by
great acting, the producers of this one had no
place to go but up . They can be fau lted in certain areas , but over all, they must be applauded
for an ambitious project.

The Big Fix

Radical60'sRevived

The Big Fix is a melancholy look at the radical
'60's. Rich ard Dreyfuss plays a two-bit private
investigator who takes his two sons with him on
assignment, drives an old VW, and has a crayon
jammed up his pistol. The dope - smoking, clue·
play ing P.E., Moses Wine, bumbles through d ivorce
cases, thinking sadly back to the previous decade
when life meant something.
When one day an old lover (Susan Anspach)
who protested by his side, shows up at his doorstep - the underground political network of those
bygone days makes
dramitic reentry in Wine's
life .
Two unsavory political candidates for governor
battle it out using rather questionable tactics.
A photo of one candidate embracing a '60's radical/fugitive circulates Orange County and Wine
is wanted to discover who's behind it. Now cynical
about changing the political process, Wine accepts
only at h is lover's urging .
The movie's exposition is light-hearted and leisurely paced with some fine shots of Los Angeles .
A tragic event, brilliantly conveyed, t ransforms
the movie Into a very serious and suspenseful affair.
Richard Dreyfuss, is warm, charming and natural
as. the lead . l eaner·looking than in the Good-bye
Girl, he turns In an uncharacteristically subtle performance . Susan Anspach and Ofelia Medina try
to make something of two-demensional supporting
:emale roles as Wine's lover and ex-wife respectively .

a

The film is not without its problems. Jeremy
Paul Kagan directs with a leaden and unimaginative
touch:

And, at times, the script lapses into unWhen Wine punches a
P BEST teacher who is his ex-wife's lover the
otherwise sensitive former radical shows thai° the
macho in him lives.
The ending
: comes out of nowhere - unfair
to t.h~se who 1f ke a mystery with clues (a la Agatha
Chr isti.e). It 15 a sudden finale, and, in the final
ana 1ys1s, a cop-out.

~:us~.'ng ~~tlmentality .

fu ~ut the warmth and charisma of Richard Dreyss _Performance manages to make The Big Fix

~ e~Joyable film, It Is an odd mixture - a tribute
0

oth the radical '60s and the old-fashioned
Private eye flicks, as well.
- R .C.
.
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by Randli Cohen
With two multi-million selling albums in two
tries, Heart, along with Boston and Foreigner. is

rock 'n' roll personna, Heart can be energetic and •
. d
f h
exciting. "Crazy On Yo~". " Barracuda " and "Kick ·~ltlt~. es ·~1 ~ e ~tud~nt b~y . One person, one ballot please.
It Out " are powerful rockers.
: esu ts w1
prmte in t e next issue. Ballots may be dropped
among the hottest new bands in exi stence . Maga"S i
0 "
•off in the SBA office or at the Wool sack office. Wool sack ballot
zine, a collection of outtakes rejected for album
Except for the sly, catchy
tra ght n ' the :boxes will be located throughout the school.
use , was released last year by an unscupuious four rock numbers on "Dog" are unimaginative •
former record company. Ann and Nancy Wilson and flat. The forgettable beats and unenthusias- •
the leaders of Heart disclaimed the album.
tic musicianship are a let·down.
: 1. Are you ... ?
Side " Butterfly " is much more promising. : .... male
On Dog and Butterfly , Heart's third legitimate
LP, the sisters had something to prove. The best Heart, like Led Zeppelin, can create haunting med· : . . . .female
of Dog and Butterfly lives up to expectations but ieval-tinged folk songs. "Love Alive", "Treat Me • 2. How often do you go to a movie?
Well", "Say Hello" and "Magic Man" are exem- : .. .. at least once a week
it is a sadly uneven album.
There are oriental overtones in the album's piar exampl es. The four tunes on "Butterfly" .: .... twice a month
conception - the cover art is distinctly far eastern match th ese with hypno tic, weaving patterns of : .. . .monthly
and the. band members pose kimono clad on ttie guitar, piano and Ann Wilson's intense and beauti· • . . . . less often than monthly
inner sleeve . But un like Steely Dan's brilliant ful vocals. " Mistral Wind" seems especially Led : 3. Do you consider yourself political I
Aja album, Dog and Butterfly has no lyrical or Zeppelin-like in its spine-tingling acoustic guitar • . . .. liberal
musical all usions to the orient and the idea comes and menacing rock interlude .
: .. . . moderate
across as simply a packaging gimmick.
The Lyrics contain surprisingly uniqu.e and lucid 1: •• • •conservative
images ; romantic without being sentimental, poetic , • 4. Did you vote in the last election?
DREAMY ACOUSTIC MELODIES
The sides are divided : one called " Dog", the without being indulgent.
: .. .. yes
other " Butterfly". the former is comprised of . " Dog and Butterfl(' may signify th~ rocker : , . . . .no
hard rock, the latter containes dreamy acoustic side of Heart as a dying star. but the mmstral m : 5. Do you support any of the following?
melodies.
. them sh}nes on.
: .... prop. 5
• .... prop. 6
: . ... Jerry Brown
: . . .. Evelle Younger
Will it be fed to the microwave
.... Melvyn Dymally
or will you save it .. ? '
.... Mike Curb
See page 8 for more details
. . . Rose Bird's confirmation
by Spencer Busby
6. What sections of the Woolsack do you enjoy reading?
their asses to come see us tonight."
. . .news
As the concert turned out, however, the 6000 or
....
commentary
so in attendance would have done just as well to
.... Roving Reporter
have bought the new "Pieces of Eight" record and
... .arts
With blonde hair flowing to their shoulders and listened to it on their home stereos:
.... sports
amps turned to full volume, Styx overblasted San
SLICK AND POLISHED
Diego in its second concert here in two years.
The concert was overly slick and polished. There • .... letters
In its first San Diego concert (Aug. 1977). Styx was little room left for individual musical expres· • .. .. calendar
played in the Civic Auditorium, and the volume was sion, le~ng the impression that the· members of : 7. Are you in favor of the death penalty?
so deafening that it sent people scurrying from their Styx feel they will only be successful as long as they : .. .yes
seats. It was obvious that somebody forgot to tell concentrate on their. forte of producing harmon· • . . . no
Styx that they were playing in the well·acousticated ized albums aimed at the pre-twenty age group.
: B. Do you favor a national health program?
Civic Auditorium , not the Ontario Motor Speedway .
: .. .. yes
But they never seem to learn. Styx is one of
• · ... no
THE CARS
those groups that tries to cover up musical imper·
: 9. Who do you currently favor in the 1980 election?
A new group - The Cars - played a disappoint· : . ... Jimmy Carter .... Ted Kennedy ·
fections with volume. In their second concert in the
ingly lackluster opening set. Dressing. in black • ·. . . .Jerry Brown
Sports Arena Oct. 22, they al most succeeded.
.. . .Jerry Ford
The somewhat iden tical-l ooking members of leather and shades, the group plodded through the : .... Ronald Reagan
....Jack Kemp . ... other
Styx emerged on stage in neatly cleaned and pres· cuts from it's debut album standing motionless : 10. What area of the law do you plan on practicing in?
sed, modish white outfits, trying to appear as clean throughout. One almost expected a few to drop • ....criminal
from leg cramps.
and natural as Southern Californ ia surfers.
: ....civil li tigation
LACKED SPONTANEITY
Despite the obvious presence of a Cars' following : .... tax
But the group's actual performance lacked an among the audience, the group's only show of • ....corporate
.... other
element of spontaneity that makes _c oncerts en· success came when it played its recently-released hit : 11 . Do you favor push points?
joyable and successful.
''.Just What I Needed", which was done with enough : .. .. yes
Styx came across as the businessmen that they f1neese to excite the audience to demand an encore.
: .... no
are. The group played only one !ong of liew (un·
Overall , the Cars sounds better on its album than • 12. As a place to live do you consider San Diego?
released) material "to those who bothered -to get off it does to a stoned Sports Arena crowd.
: .... among the nations finest cities
: .... a better-than-ave rage city
• ... .an average city
• . . . .a below-average city
13. Do you attend sporting events?
. ...at least weekly
.... bi-weekly
.. . .monthly
A REFRESHING BREAK
.. . . less often than monthly
FROM THE CAMPUS AT ...
14. Do you participate in sports activities . . ?
. ... at least weekly
.... bi·weekly
. . .. monthly
.. . .less often than monthly
15. What sports do you play regularly?
. .. . tennis
. ... racquetball
. . .. football
.... baseball
• Steaks • Seafood •
. .. . basketball
. . .. volleyball
... .swimming
• . .. other
• Chicken • Children's Menu
: 16. Do you have cocktails?
Weekday Specials
twice weekly
·
OPEN DAI L Y
weekly
6 A.M.- 9:30 P.M.
: • •••• bi-weekly
1
e' ... .monthly

Show Biz Kids

0

Family Restaurant

:j.. ..
:

291-0225

5201 LINDA VI ST A ROAD

DOWN THE HILL FROM USO

1 ••••

' : . ... rarely

: 17. Do you smoke marijuana?
• ... .often
: .... occasionally

• ... .never
: 18. Since en tering law school has you sex life bean . . ?
•
:
•
:

....great
....good
.... adequate
.... terrible

!

~

I
u
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Calendar

by Vicki Hirsch

3 & 4 " Anatomy of a Murder." ASA/
LSD presenl1 this film at 7 and
9 p.m. both days with a special
matinee at 1:30 p.m. on Satur·
day. USO Courtroom ; Admission
$1.00.
Dollar Trial Ad.vocacy .
4 Top
Professor Harvey Levine will coor·
dinate this San Diego Trial Lawyers Association Seminar. 8 a.m . •
1 p.m. at the Hilton Hotel,
1775 w. Mission Bay Drive.
Special invitation to. all law
studenu : $12.60 enrollment fee
which includes course materials.
For information call 299-7757.
6 San Diego City Attorney. Resumes due for on-campus inter·
views.
7
"Ode to Billy Joe." Film Forum
in Salomon lecture Hall , U~D
at 7:30 p.m . General Admis·
sion 51 .00, students 60 cents.
Judge Dennis Adams. Trial Tectiniques students will practice crossexamination in the USO Courtroom at 7 p.m .
7 & 9 Understanding and Using the
California Evidence Code. Professor Ed lmwinkelried will part·
icipate in this seminar presented
by CEB . 7 - 10 p.m. both nights
in Copper Room of Convention
and Performing Arts Center. S4B
enrollment fee indudes course
materials. For information call

452-3444.

WECK TElN LAMBA TS SBA
continued from page 1
allocation as "long and tedious, but more
democratic. It allows everyone to bring
their case forth . . "
"But the more centralized planning is
often the less rational ," retorted Alexander, citing socialist governments as an
example of successful decentralized gov-

News Briefs ...

N ov mber 4-18

con tinued from pag• I

RESTATER II FO RMS

Law School Fi nances. Student
Bor Association representative o~
the University Budget and Tui·
tlon committees, Mork Norych ,
will conduct a meeting for all
law students. 5 p.m. In
30 •
USO Law Sch ool.
J o hn Dean. Speakers Bureau pre·
sents the White House Counsel
during the Nixon Administration
who will discuss power and how
It can manipulate even the strong·
est and best intentioned. B p.m.
in USD's Camino Theater. Law
Students $1.00 .
11 Represe nting Credito rs in Bank·
r uptcy Proceed ing. Seminar pre·
sented by CEB . 9 a.m . · 4 :3 0
p.m . In House of Hospitality,
Balboa Park . $65 enrollment fee
includes course materials. For information call 452-3444.

Cathy Bourdonnay, editor of the
Western State Restater who the Woolsack
reported was fired by the SBA last
month , has reorganized some of her staff
and started an alternative newspaper.
The new paper . called Restater II was published and distributed at W~ U
this week . The Restater II is fund~d. tn·
dependently by its ,staff and subs1d1zed
with advertising revenues.
On November 3, Bourdonnay was
called before the WSU Dean Ross
Lipsl:IJr, to submit 10 questions on the
Woo/sack coverage.

'' overbudgeted only $160 w i th permlHlon of

continued from page 1
A job fair with employers from both
the private and public sector was held.
Representatives from both areas interviewed interested law students.
LOCAL BLACK JUDGES
In an effort to attract undergraduate ·
and h igh school students fron\ the
community, a law day program was
presented in the afternoon . Included
on the law day program were two black
judges from San Diego : Earl M. Gilliam
of the Superior Court and Napoleon •
Jones of the Municipal Court.

"With the rate of inflation and the
cost of new books," complained Alexander, "that increase actually deflates our
li brary
. The law library is short in
quality of volu mes."
Weckstei n said the law schoo l and
unive rs ity are ma king a renewed effort
to raise a million do llars in unrestricted
gifts by next year to alleviate unforseen
e .~nenses.

WILLS

WILLS

TRUSTS

November 18, 1978
9:30 am - 3:00 pm
(Herbert)

as no surprise."
Looking at the treatment of blacks
and other minorities in a constitutional
framework, Todd saw ~he Bakke decision
as being potentially dangerous because
it enunciates "an innocent white vie·
tim theory" that virtually seeks to
subrogate the plight of minorities in th is
country.
Conference participants reflected repre·
sentation from law schools in both
northern and southern California. In
attendance, also, was the National President of BALSA, Theresa Cropper from
American University in Washington, D.C.
National Vice President of BALSA Tallea
Gooden from Indiana University and
Janius Williams, President of the National
Bar Association .

Start Now
SAND/EGO

November 11, 1978
9:30 am - 3:00 pm
(Herbert)

BAKKE 'NO SURPRISE'
The even ing plenary speaker Thomas
Todd , a Chicago private practitione r
and former distinguished law professor
at Northwestern University addressed the
conference theme by saying " Bakke came

"Early Bird"

LOS ANGELES

1619 So. Robertson

Bar Exam results for those who took
the July bar are expected in mid November, according to a spokesman for the
Committee of Bar Examiners' .

the SBA ," acco rding to him .

BITE THE BU LLET
"In the end, you ' re going to have to
bite the bullet," commented S ister
Furay.
"Somebody has to divide up
the pot of mon·ey ."
LI BRARY SHORTCHANGED
Another fact to emerge at the budget
hearing was that only $1 5,000 has been
allocated for all the university libraries.

OOubn
Lectures

BAR EXAM RESULTS DUE
ov. 17- 20

CORRECTION

In th• IHt WoolHck It was reported In an
artlcle (Wettern State Law Editor Fired}
that the WSU SBA V .P . Jamie Pug11ley h.-d
(ran up $600 In debu " during h i• editorship
of th• R"tettlt In 1977 ·78. Pugsley In feet

13 _ 15 Moot Court Law and Motion
Competition . Preliminary and
Semifinal rounds Monday and
Tuesday 7 p.m . at County Courthouse, downtown, Finals Wednesday noon in USO Courtroom .
14 Judge Alfred l o rd. Trial Tech ·
niques students will practice Closing Arguments in the USO Court·
room at 7 p.m .
14 "High Plains Drifter". Film For·
um in Camino Theater, USO
at 7:30 p.m. General Admission
$1 .00, students 50 cents .
18 SBA Meet ing. Board of Directors
9 a.m . in Room 2C.

ernments.

WOOLSACK KITTEN

This kitten desperately needs a home .
If she is not adopted this week , she will
be fed to the microwave oven. (We'll
feel guilty - but we'll get over it.) Save
this kitten I
Contact the Woolsack office .

More Hall
USO Camous

SAN FRANCISCO
Scottish Rite Temple
1270 Sutter Street

WILLS

November 4, 1978
9:30 am - 3 :00 pm
(Herbert)

November 5, 1978
9:30 am - 3:00 pm
(Herbert)

TRUSTS

TRUSTS

November 11, 1978
9:30 am - 3:00 pm
(Herbert)

November 11, 1978
9:30 am - 3 :00 pm
(Herbert)

fbJwubn
BAR REVIEW

